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1. Introduction

The evolution of Kamchatka landscapes remains 
poorly known even for the Late Pleistocene. Our recent 
tephrochronological studies based on the geochemical 
fingerprinting of volcanic glass particles and AMS 14C 
dating of host deposits provided a chronological lattice 
for the last 30 ka (Ponomareva et al., 2021). Dated 
lacustrine sediments revealed a period of simultaneous 
lacustrine deposition across the vast areas of the 
Central Kamchatka depression (CKD) that, together 
with fluvial topography pattern, indicates the existence 
of previously unknown giant lake within the CKD (Fig. 
1).

2. Materials and methods

In recent years, we have examined a large 
number of outcrops of lacustrine sediments in the CKD. 
The sediments were sampled for grainsize, diatom, 
and pollen analyzes, tephra samples were collected 
for geochemical analysis. AMS 14C measurements 
were conducted by Beta Analytic Inc. (Miami) on the 
organic fraction of bulk lacustrine sediments consisting 
primarily of pollen, spores, and organic fossils. These 
dates permitted a Bayesian age-depth modelling for 
the KamPlen key section following the approach of 
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Fig.1. Studied sections (labelled white circles), and 
suggested extent of the CKD lake basin (blue outline in the 
figure and blue shade in the inset). Modern glaciers are shown 
in turquoise, Holocene volcanic deposits including debris fans 
are in light brown. Red lines are active faults.
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Blaauw and Christen (2011) with subsequent Bayesian 
modelling of the composite section (Fig. 2) in OxCal 
software (Bronk Ramsey, 2009). The geomorphologic 
setting of the studied sections was determined using 
the SRTM 1 arc-second and ArcticDEM digital elevation 
models supported by satellite imagery and UAV 
survey. Spatial data of the project as well as previously 
published maps and schemes have been collected in a 
geographic information system (GIS).

3. Results and discussion

All the studied sites are located below 160 m a.s.l., 
at heights 10-155 m above the CKD drain. There are no 
recent topographic barriers in most of the CKD, and 
the Last Glacial Maximum in Kamchatka is estimated 
to be no more than piedmont glaciers (Melekestsev et 
al., 1974). Therefore, the lake extent bounded by the 
CKD topography is estimated to be ~10 000 km2. The 
age of studied deposits is 11-30 ka, whereas most of the 
sections are tied together by tephras in the time range 
between 19.3 ka (ZR-1) and 29.9 ka (Geys30).

Tens of thousands of years is a sufficient period for 
significant tectonic transformations of the topography. 
The eastern CKD border is the most active fault zone in 
Kamchatka with estimated horizontal slip rate of 13.3 
mm/yr (Kozhurin and Zelenin, 2017). However, the 
listric main plane of this fault zone hampers accurate 
estimation of vertical displacement and its spatial 
distribution within the CKD. Accounting for these 
deformations, the CKD floor was partially higher in the 
past, so that the maximum lake depth was lower than 
the present day estimate of ~ 155 m.

The timing of the onset and drain of the Late 
Pleistocene lake indicates that climatic factor played 
a leading role in its evolution. However, tectonic 
deformations have been strongly affecting the 
topography of the CKD throughout the studied times, 
so that CKD drainage to Pacific Ocean prior the LGM 
was probably directed off the present-day drainage.

4. Conclusions

A number of tephrochronologically correlated 
and dated sedimentary sections provide evidence 
for the existence of a giant lake filled the Central 
Kamchatka depression in the Late Pleistocene, 30-11 
thousand years ago. The lake extent bounded by 
CKD borders is estimated to be ~10  000 km2. This 
preliminary size estimate makes this lake comparable 
in size to the famous Late Pleistocene glacial Lake 
Missoula. The reconstruction the lake emergence, 
evolution and drain requires an integrative study of the 
Late Pleistocene glaciation, volcanic accumulation and 
tectonic deformations.

Fig.2. Tephrochronological age model of the mega-lake 
key sections (Ponomareva et al., 2021). Labels denote major 
marker tephra layers (bold) and site specific tephra IDs. 
Tephras are colour-coded according to their composition.
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